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Sunday, November 24

	

Approximately 11 :00 a.m .

One of the newsmen at the beginning of thin reel ceemo to

fit the description given by Richey, Walker and Smith or the man who

came up to the TV mobile unit asking about the time of transfer and

whom they later identify an Ruby .

	

In the film the man seems to be

a reporter since he is holding a book . A chock should be made to

determine who he is and perhaps even Richey, Walker and Smith shoul-

be confronted with his picture to determine if they can identify this

obvious newsman as the men they possibly erroneously identified as

Ruby.

NOTE ---

	

Ask Batchelor what he did after he left the _ned truck.

Also what he was looking for in t:cre .

	

.,-t seemed to be the di.°f1cultyt

MATERIAL NK®KD FROM SKOWING HELD ON AUGUST 3, 1964

XRI-.D-TV Reel 10 19 :35-

Burt W. Griffin

KRLD-TV

	

Reel 13

	

:00-15 :15

	

Sunday, November 24, approximately 1 a.m .

At the beginning of this reel we of the newsmen seems

to fit the description given by Richey, Walker end Smith, of the

man who came to the TV while unit asking about the time of transfer

add wham they later identify as Ruby .

Please get a film clip and still of this men who appears to

be a reporter since he is holding a book .

Transcribe Curry's statement that he was not worried about

Osvaldrs safety.

Also, it was the customary thing to do--transferring him to

county jai.

before shooting showing (1) Oswald's face and (2) Ruby in crowd and moving wt .

CombussioN EXHIBIT No . 3072-Continued

Harrison turns around 30 -condo after the car pass- sad KHI.D-TV Reel 15 (About 5j minutes into the film)

looks up the Main Street Rsmp . ._ . ::atx-t tired on his watt-- from Announcer states that Decker will transfer Osveld .

the time the rear of the cs , _..ad is a..nt of the camera until the In an interview with Curry, he says he is using an armored car.

time of the shooting vas pro-e---y 55 seconds . In other words,

Barrieon looked up the Nsin Street rwp 25 seconds before the shooti-.g . KRLD-TV Reel 54 Midnight press conference in Assembly Room

Get still shots of Oswald .

COMMISSION EXHIBIT No . 3072 KRLD-TV Reel 57 After first 7 seconds of film

Shots of Officer Harris= turning to look up the Main Street

Ramp .

About 30 seconds later the shooting occurs . A few shots just



About 32 - 37 second. m film, shot. of Officer Dean coming

off Main Street Ramp and jumping onto the pile and then retreating

tovarde Main Street again .

KRLD-TV

	

Reel 59

of Dean.

Head shot of Ruby just before shooting . Also, sme picture .

wrM-TV

	

PKT-8

	

About 6:35

Interview with Curry in which he says he is going to leave

the transfer up to Sheriff Decker .

WFM-TV

	

PKT-10 (9 minutes approximately)

Bill Lord states the arrival of the armored car will be the

cue for Oswald to be moved .

WFM-Tv PKT-1b k5 :k5-

Interview with Curry in which he states the number of new

people who were around make. the investigation more difficult.

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO . 3072-Continued

COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO . 3072-Continued




